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Past Decade: Consensus(ish) 
There is an early stage of morpho-orthographic processing which 
involves detecting morphological constituents purely on the basis 
of their word form characteristics (no effects of semantics). This 
mechanism operates equally over ‘teacher’ and ‘number’. (Rastle & 
Davis (2008).) 

Taft, M. (2004). 
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Recent masked priming studies on visual word recognition have suggested that
morphological decomposition is performed prelexically, purely on the basis of
the orthographic properties of the word form. Given this, one might expect
morphological complexity to modulate early visual evoked activity in electro-
magnetic measures. We investigated the neural bases of morphological
decomposition with magnetoencephalography (MEG). In two experiments,
we manipulated morphological complexity in single word lexical decision
without priming, once using suffixed words and once using prefixed words.
We found that morphologically complex forms display larger amplitudes in the
M170, the same component that has been implicated for letterstring and face
effects in previous MEG studies. Although letterstring effects have been
reported to be left-lateral, we found a right-lateral effect of morphological
complexity, suggesting that both hemispheres may be involved in early analysis
of word forms.

Keywords: Lexicon; MEG; M170; Morphological decomposition.

Exactly how linguistic input is decomposed into its basic computational
units is one of the core questions for theories of language processing. This
problem is obviously the most challenging for the auditory modality, where
even major structural boundaries may lack any reliable marking. In reading,
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compared COMPLEX: teacher (exp1), refill (exp2); MONOMORPH: straight & PSEUDO-AFFIXED: winter (exp1), resist (exp2) 
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Morphologically complex words introduce a signifi-
cant challenge to modern theories of visual word recog-
nition. For over 25 years (since Taft & Forster, 1975),
empirical evidence gathered from across the world’s lan-
guages has pointed to a visual word recognition system
in which letter strings are analyzed in terms of their con-
stituent morphemes. In numerous studies it has been
demonstrated, for example, that the frequency of a stem
(e.g., dark) affects the time taken to recognize a complex
word derived from that stem (e.g., darkness; Bertram,
Schreuder, & Baayen, 2000; Niswander, Pollatsek, &
Rayner, 2000). In other studies, it has been demonstrated
that the recognition of a stem target (e.g., CLEAN) is speeded
by the prior presentation of a morphologically related
prime (e.g., cleaner; Stanners, Neiser, Hernon, & Hall,
1979) and that this facilitation cannot be explained by
summed effects of semantic and orthographic priming

(Rastle, Davis, Marslen-Wilson, & Tyler, 2000). These
and other data suggest that the visual recognition of com-
plex words involves some process of decomposition, or
segmentation, that allows access to a core stem repre-
sentation. The aim of the research presented here is to in-
vestigate what information is used to segment a complex
word into its morphemic constituents during visual word
recognition—and, in particular, whether semantic infor-
mation plays a role in that segmentation.

In the dominant view of morphology (see, e.g., Marslen-
Wilson, Tyler, Waksler, & Older, 1994), morphemes pro-
vide an important element of structure to the otherwise
arbitrary mapping between word forms and their mean-
ings. In general, words that are spelled similarly do not
mean similar things (e.g., mink is unrelated in meaning
to pink, monk, milk, and mint). However, morphemes
form “islands of regularity” in this mapping because
(1) the meanings of stems are largely preserved in their
derivations (e.g., the meaning of dark is preserved in
darkness and darken) and (2) affixes alter the meanings of
stems in highly predictable ways (e.g., the words darker,
smarter, and faster are related in meaning to the words
dark, smart, and fast, respectively, in the same way).
Morphemes are the building blocks of meaning and, in-
deed, provide the primary means for lexical productivity
(i.e., the creation of new words—e.g., unfaxable).

We acknowledge the support of Economic and Social Research Coun-
cil Grant RES-000-22-0464, awarded to the first author. We are grate-
ful to Marc Brysbaert, Neil Mulligan, Jay Rueckl, and two anonymous
reviewers for comments on an earlier version of this manuscript. Corre-
spondence concerning this article may be addressed to K. Rastle, De-
partment of Psychology, Royal Holloway, University of London,
Egham, Surrey TW20 0EX, England (e-mail: kathy.rastle@rhul.ac.uk).
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Much research suggests that words comprising more than one morpheme are represented in a “de-
composed” manner in the visual word recognition system. In the research presented here, we investigate
what information is used to segment a word into its morphemic constituents and, in particular, whether
semantic information plays a role in that segmentation. Participants made visual lexical decisions to stem
targets preceded by masked primes sharing (1) a semantically transparent morphological relationship with
the target (e.g., cleaner–CLEAN), (2) an apparent morphological relationship but no semantic relationship
with the target (e.g., corner–CORN), and (3) a nonmorphological form relationship with the target (e.g.,
brothel–BROTH). Results showed significant and equivalent masked priming effects in cases in which primes
and targets appeared to be morphologically related, and priming in these conditions could be distinguished
from nonmorphological form priming. We argue that these findings suggest a level of representation at
which apparently complex words are decomposed on the basis of their morpho-orthographic properties.
Implications of these findings for computational models of reading are discussed.

• with ~40ms of prime exposure 
• teacher primes teach 
• brother primes broth 
• brothel does not prime broth 
• see Rastle & Davis, 2008 for a review 

of >20 studies reporting consisting 
results since 1999
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But then what?

❖ teacher —> teach|er   vs.  brother —> broth|er

❖ undressable —> un|dress|able



0ms 100 200 300 400 500 600

1. 3.2.

re|fill vs. re|sume 
Zweig & Pylkkänen 2009

1. derivational family 
entropy: barbaric vs. 

famous 
Fruchter & Marantz, 2015

3. surface frequency: 
barbaric vs. famous 

Fruchter & Marantz, 2015

2. semantic coherence:
acute+ness vs. 
awkward+ness 

Fruchter & Marantz, 2015

Decomposition, lookup, and recombination: MEG evidence for the Full
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a b s t r a c t

There is much evidence that visual recognition of morphologically complex words (e.g., teacher) proceeds
via a decompositional route, first involving recognition of their component morphemes (teach + -er).
According to the Full Decomposition model, after the visual decomposition stage, followed by morpheme
lookup, there is a final ‘‘recombination’’ stage, in which the decomposed morphemes are combined and
the well-formedness of the complex form is evaluated. Here, we use MEG to provide evidence for the
temporally-differentiated stages of this model. First, we demonstrate an early effect of derivational family
entropy, corresponding to the stem lookup stage; this is followed by a surface frequency effect,
corresponding to the later recombination stage. We also demonstrate a late effect of a novel statistical
measure, semantic coherence, which quantifies the gradient semantic well-formedness of complex
words. Our findings illustrate the usefulness of corpus measures in investigating the component pro-
cesses within visual word recognition.

! 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Theories of morphologically complex visual word recognition

According to the Full Decomposition model of morphologically
complex visual word recognition (Taft, 1979, 2004; Taft & Forster,
1975), complex visual words, composed of a stem and affix, are
recognized via a multi-stage process of decomposition, lookup,
and recombination. In the first stage, a complex visual word is
decomposed into its component morphemes, based on the visual
form of these morphemes. In the second stage, the lexical entries
for the component morphemes are accessed from their form.
Finally, after the lexical entries for the morphemes have been
looked up, the separate morphemes are then recombined into
the complex form. For example, according to the Full
Decomposition model, a complex visual word like cats would first
be decomposed into cat + -s, the lexical entries for the stem cat and
the suffix -s would then be consulted, and finally, the meanings of
the stem (i.e., a particular type of furry animal) and suffix (i.e., plu-
ral) would be combined to obtain the meaning of the whole form
cats (i.e., several of a particular type of furry animal). A more recent

version of a decompositional model was proposed by Crepaldi,
Rastle, Coltheart, and Nickels (2010), in which they used a behav-
ioral masked morphological priming effect for irregular verbs to
argue for an initial morpho-orthographic stage of decomposition
(for regular and pseudo-regular words), followed by a lemma-level
stage of lexical access for the component morphemes of a word
(irrespective of orthographic regularity); notably, this theory pre-
dicts differential effects for regular and irregular verbs, since the
former should benefit from priming at both the orthographic level
and the lemma level, while the latter should only benefit from
priming at the lemma level. Following up on this study, Fruchter,
Stockall, and Marantz (2013) found an early (i.e., !170 ms) MEG
masked morphological priming effect for irregular verbs, which,
contrary to Crepaldi et al. (2010), they used to argue for an initial
stage of form-based decomposition for both regular and irregular
verbs.1

In contrast to the decompositional view of complex visual word
recognition, some models allow for recognition of complex words
via their entire surface forms without decomposition (i.e., without

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2015.03.001
0093-934X/! 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

⇑ Corresponding author at: Department of Psychology, New York University, 6
Washington Place, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10003, USA.

E-mail address: fruchter@nyu.edu (J. Fruchter).

1 It is worth noting that the behavioral results from Fruchter et al. (2013) were
consistent with the predictions of Crepaldi et al. (2010), namely that the regular verbs
displayed a greater degree of RT priming (23 ms) relative to the irregular verbs
(14 ms), although the statistical significance of this difference was not assessed in the
study.
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Schreuder & Baayen (1995): 
• licensing: the syntactic 

combinability of the stem 
and the affix is checked 

• composition: the 
meaning of the stem + 
affix combination is 
computed.



Our Project

❖ to investigate the when and how of morphological 
recombination and interpretation

❖ by measuring responses to combinations that 
systematically violate different wellformedness 
restrictions on verbal affixation



Verbal Affixation Restrictions

Keyser and Roeper 1992, Marantz 2007, 2009, Alexiadou and Schäfer 2014 inter alia

❖ re- selects internal argument taking accomplishments 

❖   reopen (a door)/repaint (a house)/refill (a glass)

❖ *resmoke/*relaugh/*resang/*renap                                    [*unerg/activity]

❖ *repet (the dog)/*repush (the cart)                                                     [*atelic]

❖ *rekick (the ball)/*rereach (the top)                                         [*achievement]

❖ *regive (a book)(to Sally)/*reput (it)(there)                                    [*ditrans]

❖ this is a syntactic restriction, not a conceptual one

❖ “The pair took the stage to re-dance their famous Pirates of the 
Caribbean Paso Doble from an earlier week on the show. “                                                                        



Re-

The door was built open, then the wind blew it closed. 

I re-opened the door.                                          Marantz 2009, p. 4. 

❖ re- is restitutive; crucially, it says the door was in the 
state of being open again, but not that the act of opening 
was performed again. That is, the door was built open 
but it had not been opened. 

❖ So the scope of re- appears to be lower than the v that 
introduces the event semantics 



Re-

• re- c-selects a DP

• “re- takes scope most narrowly over the change of state DP, and the state in the presupposition 
re- adds is equated with the end state of the change of state.” (Marantz 2009, p10)  

v
√open resultP

vP

t1 the door

re-

v'
vP

DPre-

the door

√open

Marantz 2007, 2009 Alexiadou and Schäfer 2014



Re-verse engineering

❖ is the root associated with the 
right lexical category?

❖ is the root associated with the 
right eventive meaning?

refill reput

FILL PUTRE

√fill √put resultP

t1 …

v'
vP

re-



Re-verse engineering

❖ is the root associated with the 
right lexical category?

❖ is the root associated with the 
right eventive meaning?

refill reput

FILL PUTRE

√fill √put √fill resultP

t1 …

v'
vP

re-



Re-verse engineering

❖ is the root associated with the 
right lexical category?

❖ is the root associated with the 
right eventive meaning?

refill reput

FILL PUTRE

√fill √put resultP

t1 …

v'
vP

re- √put



Manouilidou & Stockall, 2015

NONCE WORD TYPE ENGLISH GREEK

category violation reflat kareklatís ‘chairer’
argument structure 

violation resmile orimastís ‘maturer’ 

no violation rehold xtypitís ‘hitter’
nw-stem reclow kapaktitís ‘kapakter’

Nonce Word Affixation in English & Greek

•-tis requires an activity verb with an agent external argument
•kolymbó ‘to swim’  —> kolymvitís ‘swimmer’ 
•ksexnó ‘to forget’  —> *ksexastís ‘forgeter’

•-(s)imos requires a transitive verb with an agent external argument
•ekpedévo ‘to train’  —> ekpedéfsimos ‘trainable’ 
•tréxo ‘to run’  —> *tréksimos ‘runable’



Manouilidou & Stockall, 2015
Nonce Word Affixation in English & Greek

NONCE WORD TYPE ENGLISH (N=30) GREEK (N=46)
no violation rehold xtypitís ‘hitter’

argument structure 
violation resmile orimastís ‘maturer’ 

category violation reflat kareklatís ‘chairer’
nw-stem reclow kapaktitís ‘kapakter’
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Manouilidou & Stockall, 2015
❖ it is faster/easier to reject candidates that violate grammatical category 

restrictions than argument/event structure restrictions  

❖ consistent with other evidence for early access to grammatical category 
signalled by a suffix:

❖ Dikker et al 2008: M100

❖ vs. later effects for semantic well/illformedness of stem+affix:

❖ Pylkkänen et al 2009: vmPFC@290-330ms

❖ Fruchter et al 2015: lateralOF@354-500ms) 

0ms 100 200 300 400 500 600



Re-Un-Out

❖ 3 prefixes: un-, re- & out- 

❖ compare category violating and event/argument 
structure violating complex words 

❖ use MEG to reveal the time course of processing these 
distinct sources of information

❖ at 



Re-

❖ category violation effects > argument structure 
violation effects (Manouilidou & Stockall, 2015)

√open resultP

t1 the door

re-

v'
vP



un-

❖ argument/event structure violation:
❖ does not prevent un+V structure building (Stockall & Pollatsek in prep)
❖ does trigger semantic wellformedness costs: Pylkkänen et al 2009: 

vmPFC@290-330ms

un+ADJ un+VERB

meaning

not ADJ 

unhappy = not happy 
(but cf. Horn 2005)

reverse the change of 
state event

unbutton = return to a 
state of being unbuttoned 

semantic 
restrictions

none

(but see Pesetsky 1985, Newell 2005 
on bracketing paradoxes)

only works with verbs 
that denote 

impermanent changes 
of state 

*unthink, *unflush, *unfall 



Unthinkable?



Unthinkable?



Unthinkable?
Semantics vs. world knowledge in prefrontal cortex

Liina Pylkkänen, Bridget Oliveri, and Andrew J. Smart
Department of Linguistics and Department of Psychology, New York

University, NY, USA

Humans have knowledge about the properties of their native language at
various levels of representation; sound, structure, and meaning computation
constitute the core components of any linguistic theory. Although the brain
sciences have engaged with representational theories of sound and syntactic
structure, the study of the neural bases of sentence-level semantic computation
has so far focused on manipulations that mainly vary knowledge about the
world, and not necessarily linguistic knowledge about meaning, as defined by
formal semantics. In this MEG study, we vary both semantic and world
knowledge in the same experiment, and show that semantic violations, but not
world knowledge violations, elicit an effect in the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (vmPFC), while both types of violations engage the left inferior
prefrontal cortex. In our previous work, we have shown that the vmPFC is
also sensitive to various types of ‘coercions’, i.e., operations that repair
semantic type-mismatch. Together, these results suggest that the vmPFC is
involved in the composition of complex meaning, but not in the evaluation of
whether an expression fits one’s knowledge of the world.

Keywords: Anterior Midline Field; Left inferior prefrontal cortex; Magneto-
encephalography; Semantic processing; Ventromedial prefrontal cortex.

INTRODUCTION

Imagine you are sitting in a windowless office. Your colleague walks in and
says: ‘Please close your window.’ The sentence is obviously English ! you
have no trouble understanding it ! but since the world around you does not
meet the presupposition of the request, i.e., that you have a window, the
request comes across as inappropriate. Compare this to the following

Correspondence should be addressed to Liina Pylkkänen, Department of Psychology, New
York University, 6 Washington Place, Room 870, New York, NY 10003, USA. E-mail:
liina.pylkkanen@nyu.edu
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stem of the un-prefixed form, and this co-occurrence was matched across
conditions as well, F(2, 22)!0.92, p!.56.

The critical subject-copula-participle phrases (underlined in Table 1) were
also normed for well-formedness by 45 New York University under-
graduates. Subjects rated each sentence on a scale from 1 to 7, where 7
was completely well-formed and 1 completely ill-formed. There was a highly
reliable main effect of condition on the ratings, F(2, 22)!48.62, p!.0001,
but crucially, this was driven solely by the higher ratings for the well-formed
stimuli (M!5.3, SD!2.09), while the semantic violations (M!2.8, SD!
1.9) and the world knowledge violations (M!2.4, SD!1.83) were judged as
equally ill-formed (p!.36). The LSA co-occurrence measures and the well-
formedness judgement data are summarised in Table 2.

As is common in MEG studies of sentence processing, the design was
within subjects, since this allows for a larger number of trials and better
signal-to-noise ratio for source analysis. Various measures were taken to
reduce the sense of repetition for our subjects. First, the critical materials
were embedded in a large number of fillers, as described below. Second, we
introduced some carefully constructed lexical and syntactic variation into the
non-critical regions of the triplets, to further decrease the repetitiveness of

TABLE 1
Examples of stimuli. The critical manipulation is underlined, with MEG responses

recorded at the un-prefixed word

Item Condition: Stimulus

1a Well-formed: None of the waitresses noticed that the wine was being uncorked for the
wedding reception

1b Semantic violation: The experienced waitress firmly ensured that the wine was being
unchilled for the next meal

1c World violation: All of the waitresses knew that the thirst was being uncorked for the
main course

2a Well-formed: The maid informed her boss that the toilet was being unclogged in the
upstairs bathroom

2b Semantic violation: One of the maids discovered that the toilet was being unflushed in
the old house

2c World violation: Some of the maids thought that the towel was being unclogged in the
restroom downstairs

3a Well-formed: The diligent handyman was sure that the lightbulb was being unscrewed in
the upstairs hallway

3b Semantic violation: The friendly handyman was told that the lightbulb was being
unswitched in the dining room

3c World violation: Some of the handymen feared that the shadow was being unscrewed in
the desk lamp
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Unthinkable?
Semantics vs. world knowledge in prefrontal cortex

Liina Pylkkänen, Bridget Oliveri, and Andrew J. Smart
Department of Linguistics and Department of Psychology, New York

University, NY, USA

Humans have knowledge about the properties of their native language at
various levels of representation; sound, structure, and meaning computation
constitute the core components of any linguistic theory. Although the brain
sciences have engaged with representational theories of sound and syntactic
structure, the study of the neural bases of sentence-level semantic computation
has so far focused on manipulations that mainly vary knowledge about the
world, and not necessarily linguistic knowledge about meaning, as defined by
formal semantics. In this MEG study, we vary both semantic and world
knowledge in the same experiment, and show that semantic violations, but not
world knowledge violations, elicit an effect in the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (vmPFC), while both types of violations engage the left inferior
prefrontal cortex. In our previous work, we have shown that the vmPFC is
also sensitive to various types of ‘coercions’, i.e., operations that repair
semantic type-mismatch. Together, these results suggest that the vmPFC is
involved in the composition of complex meaning, but not in the evaluation of
whether an expression fits one’s knowledge of the world.

Keywords: Anterior Midline Field; Left inferior prefrontal cortex; Magneto-
encephalography; Semantic processing; Ventromedial prefrontal cortex.

INTRODUCTION

Imagine you are sitting in a windowless office. Your colleague walks in and
says: ‘Please close your window.’ The sentence is obviously English ! you
have no trouble understanding it ! but since the world around you does not
meet the presupposition of the request, i.e., that you have a window, the
request comes across as inappropriate. Compare this to the following
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stem of the un-prefixed form, and this co-occurrence was matched across
conditions as well, F(2, 22)!0.92, p!.56.

The critical subject-copula-participle phrases (underlined in Table 1) were
also normed for well-formedness by 45 New York University under-
graduates. Subjects rated each sentence on a scale from 1 to 7, where 7
was completely well-formed and 1 completely ill-formed. There was a highly
reliable main effect of condition on the ratings, F(2, 22)!48.62, p!.0001,
but crucially, this was driven solely by the higher ratings for the well-formed
stimuli (M!5.3, SD!2.09), while the semantic violations (M!2.8, SD!
1.9) and the world knowledge violations (M!2.4, SD!1.83) were judged as
equally ill-formed (p!.36). The LSA co-occurrence measures and the well-
formedness judgement data are summarised in Table 2.

As is common in MEG studies of sentence processing, the design was
within subjects, since this allows for a larger number of trials and better
signal-to-noise ratio for source analysis. Various measures were taken to
reduce the sense of repetition for our subjects. First, the critical materials
were embedded in a large number of fillers, as described below. Second, we
introduced some carefully constructed lexical and syntactic variation into the
non-critical regions of the triplets, to further decrease the repetitiveness of

TABLE 1
Examples of stimuli. The critical manipulation is underlined, with MEG responses

recorded at the un-prefixed word

Item Condition: Stimulus

1a Well-formed: None of the waitresses noticed that the wine was being uncorked for the
wedding reception

1b Semantic violation: The experienced waitress firmly ensured that the wine was being
unchilled for the next meal

1c World violation: All of the waitresses knew that the thirst was being uncorked for the
main course

2a Well-formed: The maid informed her boss that the toilet was being unclogged in the
upstairs bathroom

2b Semantic violation: One of the maids discovered that the toilet was being unflushed in
the old house

2c World violation: Some of the maids thought that the towel was being unclogged in the
restroom downstairs

3a Well-formed: The diligent handyman was sure that the lightbulb was being unscrewed in
the upstairs hallway

3b Semantic violation: The friendly handyman was told that the lightbulb was being
unswitched in the dining room

3c World violation: Some of the handymen feared that the shadow was being unscrewed in
the desk lamp
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Figure 1. Results of the vmPFC and LIPC ROI analysis. The top panel shows the regions
entered into the analysis, the middle panels show the time-course of activity within the regions,
with significant differences indicated in black, and the bottom panel shows the mean amplitudes
per condition for the significant clusters. To view this figure in colour, please visit the online
version of this issue.
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un-

❖ un- s-selects a reversible change of state event

v
√bend DP

vP

(the wire)

un-

vP

❖ ‘verbal’ un- actually attaches to 
many ‘nouny’ stems: unbutton, 
unchain, uncork, undress, etc 



out-
❖ Mary outspent Pat during the campaign.            (Adamson 2015)

❖ Mary spent X & Pat spent Y & |X|>|Y|    (2 agents?)

❖ Google has outdone itself today.                                   (Ahn 2016) 

❖ Google did X at t1 & Google did Y today & Y > X

❖ “SUBJECT participated in a VERBing (of some-  
thing) to a greater/better degree than OBJECT”  (Ahn 2016)

❖ John outran the bus.                                                (Marantz 2009)

❖ John ran faster/further than the bus ‘ran’ (traveled)



out-
❖ out- adds an additional argument to unergatives

❖ John stared *(Bill).

❖ John outstared Bill.

❖ out- is obligatorily transitive:

❖ Because she is not rich, Martha cannot outbuy 
*(Susan). (Adamson 2015)

❖ *Ben is so fast he can always outrun *(the 
competition).



out-
❖ No other internal argument(s) can surface with out-

❖ object of a transitive:
(1) a. The Iron Man sequel grossed *($625million).
      b. Each Marvel sequel has out-grossed its predecessor. (http://bit.ly/1BqdPHl) 
      c.  Each Marvel sequel has out-grossed (*$625million) its predecessor (*$625million).  

❖ optional cognate object of an unergative: 

(2) a. Mike danced (a good dance).  
      b. Mike outdanced (*a good dance) Janet (*a good dance). 

(3) a. James weighs (a healthy weight).  
      b. James outweighs (*a healthy weight) Josh (*a healthy weight). 

❖ either argument of a ditransitive:

(4) a. Jackie donated money to museums.  
      b. Jackie outdonated (*money) (*to museums) Lisa (*money) (*to museums).

(Ahn 2016)



out-

The tree for an out- construction can be represented as follows:26

(60) VoiceP

DP
ext

Voice vP

v
act

v
p
manner

XP
res

out- DP

4.1 Some more residue

One major outstanding issue not discussed in this paper is that of out-words like outnumber
and outweigh, which are not dynamic, eventive verbs. Roberts (1987), Fagan (1988), and
Ahn (2015) all agree that statives are unusuable with out- (*outhate). Yet outnumber seems
to be an anomaly. The Dowty (1979) progressive aspect diagnostic supports this analysis;
unlike all of the other out- cases, outnumber does not work in all contexts with progressive
aspect.

(61) Hillary’s campaign is outspending Bernie’s.

(62) *Sauron’s army is outnumbering Gondor’s.

There is a more eventive and progressive reading of outnumber, however. Take this
headline:

(63) New plays are outnumbering revivals – but theatres must hold their nerve.
Lyn Gardner, The Guardian. February 4, 2015.

I leave for a future paper the accounting of outweigh and outnumber examples into the
theory.

Another issue is that Rappaport-Havov and Levin (2010) and others identify a result
component as a scalar change, but my appropriation of their event structure has taken out-
to involve not change, but scalar comparison. This places out- in a category with a stative
comparison verb like

p
exceed and in a distinct category from a dynamic comparison verb

like
p
surpass. The di↵erence may be subtle, but is indeed present. For the

p
exceed-type

verb, a comparison can be maintained without a change in status between the two comparees,
but in my judgment, the same cannot be said for

p
surpass-type verbs. Consider a scenario

that captures the di↵erence:

(64) Sally and Bill have political campaigns, and John is spending more in his campaign
than Bill is. She continues to spend more than Bill throughout the months of
January, February, and March. At no point does Bill ever spend more than Sally.

a. Sally outspent Bill in January, and continued to exceed Bill in spending in Febru-
ary and March.

26I have not said anything about how out- comes to be a prefix. I assume that head movement is operative
here.
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Byron Ahn Severing Internal Arguments from their Predicates

˛ How do we “suppress” PRED’s IntArg in out-PRED?

§ Contemporary approaches to passive achieve this by preventing the syntactic head that in-
troduces an ExtArg frommerging in the syntax

§ Similarly, out-PRED’s derivation must block the head that introduces an IntArg

§ At the same time, out-PRED needs to be able to introduce an IntArg of its own

˛ Solution: Inout-PRED,out-mergeswithabare√P/VPandprojects its own thematic structure

(28) a. Ray outcooked them
b. ExtArgP

ExtArg1

IntArgP

IntArg1

outP

√P/VP

√/V
λe.COOK(e)

out-

IntArg0

λxλe.Agent(x,e)

them

ExtArg0

λxλe.Agent(x,e)

Ray

P
R
ED

out-
§ The √0 cook is able to influence which thematic roles ExtArg0 and IntArg0 assign, non-locally
(as in Harley 2013:§8)

§ This structure is consistent with all we have said so far:

‚ PRED is syntactically active

‚ out-PRED is a distinct predicate, projecting its own extended verbal domain

˛ out-PRED can always passivized because it is always the same extended verbal do-
main

‚ Internal arguments of PRED that are suppressed in out-PRED are introduced outside of
the √P/VP that out- selects as its complement

˛ We now have evidence that non-CoS internal arguments may be severed from
the predicate

8

Ahn 2016 Adamson 2015 
after 

Marantz 2009



Prefix Restrictions
category restriction argument/event structure restriction

re- verbal

refill vs. *recold

verb can take a result state internal 
argument


repaint (a table) vs. *relaugh

un-
verbal


uncurl vs. *uncat

verb must denote a reversible change of 
state event


unbend vs. *unthink

adjectives n/a

out- verbal

outlast vs. *outblue

verb must not be obligatorily transitive: 
*outmurder


event must denote an accomplishment or 
achievement:


*outknow



Prefix Restrictions
argument/event	structure	restriction

re- syntactic:	internal	argument,	result-state	phrase

un- conceptual:	reversible	change	of	state	event

out- syntactic:	intransitive	—>	transitive	
conceptual:	dimension	of	comparison

❖ Questions:

❖ can we find a different profile for re- vs. un- selectional 
restrictions?

❖ which one will out- pattern with?



Materials
prefix Legal

Illegal

category violation argstruc violation

re- refill recold relaugh

un- unbend unfaith unthink

out- outpace outlarge outkill

❖ items matched within prefix for: stem frequency and length 

❖ also included a set of pseudo prefix items (resume, uncouth) 

❖ 260 legal and 260 illegal items (embedded in larger 
experiment)



0ms 100 200 300 400 500 600

re|fill vs. re|sume 
Zweig & Pylkkänen 2009

1. uncorked vs. unchilled 
Pylkkänen et al 2009

1. derivational family entropy: 
barbaric vs. famous 

Fruchter & Marantz, 2015

1.

2. surface frequency: 
barbaric vs. famous 

Fruchter & Marantz, 2015

2.

2. semantic coherence:
acute+ness vs. 
awkward+ness 

Fruchter & Marantz, 2015

2.

N/V entropy: kiss vs car 
King, Linzen & Marantz, to appear

1.



RE-

Superior/Medial TL

• using the Eelbrain package in python (Christian Brodbeck)
• Extracted sources from anatomical ROIs ~ spatiotemporal permutation 

cluster tests run over these sources
• equivalent N sampling for each condition
• correction for multiple comparisons

*

n.s.

**



pmc = .0334

UN-

Superior/Medial TL

❖ cm=corrections for 
multiple comparisons

***
**



OUT-

Superior/Medial TL

pmc = .0097

***
***



More restricted ROI:M350/N400m



More restricted ROI:M350/N400m



More restricted ROI:M350/N400m

•Identified peak, negative, left 
TL response in grand averaged 
waveform and extracted ROI 
generator of this peak
•Within prefix temporal 

cluster tests run on this ROI
•correction for multiple 

comparisons

pcm=0.0112re-

out-

un-

pcm=0.0328

pcm=0.0085

outlarge

outkill

recold

relaugh

unthink

unfaith



Preliminary Conclusions

❖ significant differences between category and arg.struc 
violations for all 3 prefixes in Anterior Temporal Lobe

❖ earlier, opposite direction effect for re- vs. out- and un- 
(reflected in LD RTs)

❖ The out- and un- cat.viol costs occurred in the time 
window associated with recombination and well-
formedness verification by Fruchter & Marantz 2015



Preliminary Conclusions
❖ The re- arg.struc.viol costs are in the time window 

associated with N/V category entropy (King et al, in 
press) and subcategorisation entropy (Linzen et al, 2013)

argument/event	structure	restriction

re- syntactic:	internal	argument,	result-state	phrase

un- conceptual:	reversible	change	of	state	event

out- syntactic:	intransitive	—>	transitive	
conceptual:	dimension	of	comparison



❖ cm=corrections for 
multiple comparisons

Results: latOF/BA11

• illegal	vs.	legal	string	contrast	evokes	sustained	amplitude	
differences	from	200-440ms	

•earlier,	and	more	sustained	effect	than	F&M2015	or	P.etal(2009)

legal

illegal pcm=0.012

pcm=0.044



pcm=0.007

outlarge

outkill

❖ cm=corrections for multiple comparisons

Results: latOF/BA11



Preliminary Conclusions

❖ We replicate the finding that OF tracks wellformedness

❖ For out- (but not re- or un-) we find that category 
violations trigger a greater response than arg/event 
structure violations



Next Steps
❖ ongoing data analysis



Next Steps
❖ ongoing data analysis

prefix

Legal Illegal

simple 
stem

complex stem simple stem

verb cat.viol argstruc.viol
category violation argstruc violation

-cont +cont -cont +cont

re- refill recreated reflatten recold rebright relaugh
un- unbend unblocked unfaithful unbathed unlamp unfaith unthink
out- outpace outlarge outkill



Wrapping Up
❖ the way you put complex words together MATTERS!

❖ even in the minimal domain of a short word, we can see 
evidence for rapid pre-activation of substantial, abstract 
syntactic structures 

❖ with sufficiently articulated linguistic models and 
sufficiently explicit linking hypothesis

❖ blobs in the brain can become a useful tool for refining 
linguistic analysis
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